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Designed to help students understand communication processes in relationships and develop

specific skills needed to create and maintain healthy ones, Inter-Act: Interpersonal Communication

Concepts, Skills, and Contexts, Thirteenth Edition, retains the features that have made this book so

successful: a theory driven skills-based focus, an accessible tone and presentation, and a multitude

of useful pedagogical tools. For this edition, Joseph Mazer of Clemson University (whose

scholarship includes original research on social media) authored much of the new and unique social

media content and Brant Burleson and Erina MacGeorge of Purdue helped to update the

scholarship, while maintaining the skills-based approach that this text is known for. Lively and

well-written, Inter-Act features numerous activities that enable students to relate their everyday

experiences to their studies in communication. It also clearly illustrates how cultural, racial, and

gender differences-as well as electronically mediated messages-alter what we should do to

communicate effectively. With a strong focus on the importance of ethics, this leading text

encourages students to develop their analytical abilities as they think critically about key concepts in

interpersonal communication.
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I got the book in 2 days! The seller also e-mailed me to confirm when it was sent, so that extra

follow-up was really nice. The book itself has some great information on relevant ways to manage



conflict and communicate with others. Very helpful, thanks!

So much insight of fixing your own relationships whether it be friends or life partners. Opened my

eyes to my horrible communication skills and I definitely think twice about listening after reading this

textbook

Good book. Paperback and in New condition. Be careful when opening the binding. I feel the glue

may give way and the pages may fall out over multiple use. I use this multiple times a week and no

pages have gave way yet.

Required textbook for an interpersonal communications class. While the basic information was

presented in a well-defined and organized manner, many of the topics included a the author's gross

overuse of personal observations and an excessive amount of confirmation bias. In all, I was not

impressed with the text; the accompanying manual was much more useful for gleaning actual

information on the topics at hand. I would not recommend.

I needed the book a few days earlier, and the skill builders should be in a separate book by

themselves, the reason why is because bending the book back and forth can be a little hassle.

Other than that it was a good book to engage in about different styles, and ideas of

communication.Thanks

I really like this book even though it's for school. Is very interesting and very informative. It contains

lots of material that we all need for communication.

This was a good purchase, I was able to resell it for a very reasonable price. I hate having to have a

minimum word count on these reviews.

Some wear and tear, but not enough to not get my job done. I am thankful for the opportunity of

having great service provided. Thanks!!!!!!
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